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1 Introduction

The FIT pulse nding algorithm [1] was used for (g-2) data production since
the rst run in 1997. The basic idea of the algorithm is that one can get more
accurate parameters of the pulse (the time, the amplitude and the pedestal) via
the t of WFD samples to some prede ned function | the average pulse shape.
While for single pulses the t allows only to improve the energy and the time
resolution, for the overlapped pulses it allows to separate and to get accurate
parameters even for very close pulses. The average pulse shape, the important
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Figure 1: Some puzzles regarding pulses in WFD
part of the algorithm, is extracted from the large amount of individual pulses
via an iteration procedure.
The FIT algorithm was successfully used for data processing, but still there
were several puzzles, which had no explanation. The following, important for
the rest of the note, should be mentioned.
1. Analysing the di erence between the individual pulses and the average
pulse shape, one would nd that the deviation is much larger for some
speci c parts of the pulse. The example of the pulse shape for detector 1
is shown in g. 1(a). The width of the line re ects one standard deviation
between the measured amplitude and the predicted amplitude (amplitude
of average pulse) at di erent parts of the pulse. The deviation is about
2 WFD counts on the tails, probably caused by electronic noise, but it is
much larger for some speci c parts of the pulse.
2. The sample with the highest amplitude in the pulse is found in two WFD
phases with di erent probability.
3. The position of the pulse maximum inside 2.5 ns sampling bin (the time
between the pulse maximum and the nearest previous sample before the
maximum) is not distributed randomly. The example of the distribution
is shown in g. 1(b). Since the WFD clock is not correlated with the time,
when the positron hits the calorimeter, one would expect that the pulse
2

maximum should be found with equal probability at any position relative
to sampling clock.
In this note the e ects caused these puzzles are discussed, and the updated
version of FIT algorithm is described.

2 Pulse structure plot

Important part of the data analysis is the study of the average pulse shape(s)
| its stability from run to run, from early to late, etc. It takes signi cant
amount of time to extract average pulse shape from the data. Therefore it
is very laborious work to study the average pulse shape directly. The more
practical way is to nd something, that represents the average pulse shape, but
much easier to extract from the data. In this section the technique of this kind
which was used for pulse shape study is presented. The meaning of the variables
used here is described in the appendix.
The technique of this kind was proposed by Axel Steinmetz, and using it
he's shown that there is di erence between WFD phases. For each pulse the
amplitude ratio between the highest sample and the previous sample Rp =
(ap P )=(amax P ) is plotted versus the amplitude1 ration between the highest
and the next sample Rn = (an P )=(amax P ) . Example of such plot is
shown in g. 2(a). There are two structures on the plot, one represent the case
when the highest sample belongs to phase 0, another represent the case when
the highest sample belongs to phase 1. This plot does not show the pulse shape
directly, but it allows to compare shapes for two di erent runs, to study whether
pulse shape changes from early to late etc. In other words, this ratios plot is a
good representation of the pulse shape, and it is much easier to produce ratios
plot from the raw data than the average shape itself.
There are several technical disadvantages of using ratios plot as the representation of the pulse shapes. First, the plot boundaries (more precisely, the
lower boundary) are loosely de ned. Second, to analyse the data, one has to
average the plot, replacing the scatter-plot with the average curves (the pro le
histogram). But in the case of ratios plot, the data averaging is tricky, because
averaging should be done in di erent directions for di erent parts of the plot.
The example of the averaged ratios plot is shown in g. 2(b). The points with
errors corresponds to the data, the lines show the simulated curve, derived from
the average pulse shape. Two di erent curves represent each WFD phase. The
di erence between phases will be discussed in details in the next section. What
important at this moment is that there is some discrepancy between calculated
curves and the data (mostly in the region of low RP ), which comes completely
from the wrong data averaging. Another diÆculty is that the resulting ratio
curves are not easy to interpolate.
The ratio plot can be easily modi ed to avoid these problems. For that one
should changes the coordinates system of the ratios plot from Cartesian to polar
1a
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are the amplitudes of the samples; P is the pedestal. See appendix.
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Figure 2: Plots, representing pulse structure. The data from detector 1 run
4531 were used.
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with center at (1,1) point. On the resulting \pulse structure" plot ( g. 2(c)) each
individual pulse is qrepresented by the point with abscissa = arctg(p =n)
and ordinate S = 2p + 2n=M 2. The is called pseudotime, because it is
a good representation of time t of the pulse maximum relative to the WFD
clock. By good representation means that for given there is one and only
one corresponding t. This is not true for pulses with \funny shapes" like high
frequency ringing, but it is assumed that the WFD pulse is more or less smooth.
The S is called sharpness, because it re ects how fast the amplitude is changing;
the larger S , the sharper pulse.
The advantages of the pulse structure plot are the following. First, takes
values in a well de ned range | from 0 to =2, which makes much easier to
analyse and interpolate the plot. The second, the averaging is very simple |
for given one should average S values. The example of the averaged pulse
structure plot is shown in g. 2(d). Now the curves, calculated from the average
pulse shape, go straight through the data points, which means that the average
S ( ) function is a good representation of the average pulse shape.
It should be mentioned, that the pulse structure plot represent only the top
part of the average pulse shape (5 ns around the maximum). But as it will be
described later, this part is the most important for the analysis.

3 Shapes for di erent phases

As if was shown in the previous section, the pulse structure plot is signi cantly
di erent for the cases when the highest sample belongs to the phase 0 and to
the phase 1. There were attempts to explain this di erence by implying time
o set between WFD phases additional to designed 2.5 ns. But it was found
that to explain the di erence one has to apply both an additional time o set of
200-500 ps, and also the di erence in amplitude calibration of 5-10% level for
two phases. And even in this case it was impossible to explain all the details of
pulse structure for each phase. Besides, the di erence in amplitude calibration
is very unlikely, since all WFDs were calibrated with precision of at least 1%.
The explanation of the problem is that for some reason two
WFD phases have di erent frequency response, and therefore see
pulses of a di erent shape. In
this case the amplitude calibration, which was done for the at
pulses, could be the same, but
the shapes of incoming pulses could
be di erent for two phases. And
what we see in the data is some Figure 3: Example of sampling of two difmixture of the two shapes ( g. 3). ferent pulse shapes
2 = a
p
max
appendix.
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,
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P

. M is the same as (MAXV-PED). See

The question arises how to extract both shapes from the data. We can easily
modify the iteration procedure for that purpose. Let me remind rst the idea of
the procedure in the case, when both phases see the same shape. Lets assume
the values of the pulse amplitude A and the time of pulse maximum t0 are known
precisely for every single pulse. In order to obtain the average pulse shape, one
needs to normalise every single pulse, subtracting the pedestal and using scaling
and shifting, in such a way, that all pulses will have the same amplitude and
the maximum at the same time (see g. 1 in [1]). Then the normalised single
pulses could be superimposed. As a result the average pulse shape is obtained.
Also for each point of the pulse the magnitude of the deviation between the
amplitudes of the real samples and the average amplitude is calculated. In all
following plots with average pulse shapes the width of the line represent one
standard deviation between the average shape and the measured amplitudes.
In the real world the values of A and t0 are known with some experimental
precision. Therefore for extracting the average pulse shape the iteration procedure is used. Starting with some pulse shape, the values of A and t0 are
extracted via the t of WFD sample to this average pulse shape. Using these
values, the new average pulse shape is obtained. Then on every subsequent step
the shape, obtained from the previous step, is used for extraction of A and t0.
After a couple iterations the average pulse shape becomes stable, and this is the
point, when iterations are stopped.
Very small changes are required to the described procedure to acomodate
it to the case when two phases see pulses with di erent shapes. The rst, the
de nition of A and t0 should be modi ed. Lets now de ne as the pulse amplitude
A the amplitude of the pulse in phase 0, and as the pulse time t0 the time of
the maximum of the pulse in phase 0. The second, when normalised single
pulses are superimposed, the samples belonging to di erent phases should be
superimposed independently (e.g. in the di erent histograms). As a result we
obtain two di erent average pulse shape, one for each phase.
The third modi cation should be applied to the pulse tting, which is used
for extraction of A and t0 values. Instead of using the following 2 sum for
minimisation:
X [ai P A  f (ti t0)]2 ;
2 =
i2

samples

the following 2 sum should be minimised:
X [ai P A  f0(ti t0)]2 +
2 =
phase 0

2
i

X
phase 1

[ai

P

A  f1 (ti
i2

t0 )]2

;

(1)

where ai is the amplitude of i-th sample, P is the pedestal, fn(t) is the average pulse shape for phase n. In other words, when the the 2 sum is calculated,
the average pulse shape of phase 0 should be used for samples belonging to
6
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phase 0, and of phase 1 for samples belonging to phase 1. By de nition of A
and t0, the maximum value of f0(t) comes at t = 0 and f0(0) = 1.
The example of the pulse shapes,
obtained by described procedure
200
for detector 1, are shown in g.
4. It is typical for all detectors,
that the average shape for phase
150
0 is more sharp, and has larger
ringing, than the average shape
for phase 1. The deviation be100
tween the amplitudes of samples
and the average shape (the width
50
of the line) is 1.5-3 times smaller
compare to the case when the same
shape was assumed for both phases.
0
-10
0
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20
Comparing g. 4 with g. 1(a)
ns
one can see, that the large deviation that was seen before ocFigure 4: Example of sampling of two dif- curred in those parts of the pulse,
ferent pulse shapes
when shapes for both phases differ most.

4 The visible and the true average pulse shapes

In order to estimate the quality of the obtained average pulse shapes, one can
compare the pulse structure pro le, obtained from the data, with the S ( )
function, calculated from the average pulse shape (see section 2). To calculate
S ( ) function, the average pulse shape should be placed in the di erent positions relative to sampling clock, then sampled (the amplitudes are taken each
2.5 n, using the shape from the corresponding phase), and nally the values of
S and should be calculated. The resulting functions are shown in g. 2(d)
together with experimental S versus distribution. The average pulse shapes
are obtained from the data via the procedure, described in the previous section,
which involved pulse tting, iterations, etc. The experimental S versus distribution was obtained from the data much simpler way, without any knowledge
of pulses shapes. The fact that simulated curves go straight through the data
points means, that at the end of iteration procedure we do obtain the average
shapes of the pulse. Another positive sign is that the deviation between the
average pulse shape
and the measured amplitudes became smaller. As a result,
in average the 2 of the t of single pulse improved by more than two times.
Nevertheless, there are still some e ects that could not be explained. Since
the pulse shapes are di erent for two phases, the sample with the highest amplitude is found with di erent probability in phases o and 1, even in the case
when the real pulse maximum is distributed randomly in time. The typical experimental value is that for about 60% of the pulses the sample with maximum
7

amplitude belongs to phase 0. If we take average pulse shapes shown in g. 4,
and calculate the probability, we'd get 52%/48% instead of 60%/40%.
Another problem is the time distribution of the pulse maximum. When
the same shapes were used for both phases, the time of pulse maximum was
not distributed uniformly inside sampling time bin ( g. 1(b) in this 2note or
g. 17 in [1]). When di erent pulse shape were used for two phases,  of the
t improved dramatically, but the time of pulse maximum still not distributed
uniformly inside sampling time bin | the distribution has not improved much.
So in spite of the fact that the pulse tting improved much, it still su ers
from some other problem. The hint that lead to the explanation came from the
analysis of the laser pulses. The laser pulses will be discussed in details later,
so only the results of the analysis, important for understanding of the problem,
are presented here.
The reference WFD (detector 25) gives a clean source of laser pulses. Unlike
the positron pulses, the laser pulses have xed amplitude3 . It was interesting
to use these pulses to test the procedure, used for extracting of the average
pulse shapes. As it was described in the previous section, one has to know the
amplitude of each individual pulse to extract the average pulse shape, and this
amplitude is obtained from the t of the pulse. But for the laser pulses the
amplitude is the same for all pulses, and one can use this assumption in the
iteration procedure (so when the pulse is normalised, the pedestal is subtracted
and the pulse is shifted, but not scaled). The average pulse shapes were obtained
for the reference detector using both techniques (standard and in assumption
of the constant amplitude), and they produced di erent results! To make the
further test, the average pulse shapes, obtained in assumption of the constant
amplitude, was used as the rst guess for standard procedure, and it happened
to be stable | the produced average pulse shape was exactly equal to the initial
guess!
Both average pulse shapes are shown in g. 5. It is clear from the plot that
the deviation between the individual pulses and the average shape are equally
small in both cases. So, the results of this study are the following:
1. the average pulse shapes, obtained via iteration procedure, depend on the
initial guess about the shape;
2. any average pulse shape, obtained via iteration procedure, is equally good
for pulse tting.
The problem of nding the average pulse shape was always formulated the
following way: we are trying to nd such a shape,
which will t any particular
pulse after scaling and shifting with the best 2 . From the analysis of the laser
pulses the following result was obtained: the problem such formulated has
more than one solution! But we know there is one and only one true average
pulse shape. So how is that possible and how to nd the correct solution?
Or their's amplitude is known from the CAMAC data. So it can be assumed to be
constant.
3
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Figure 5: Shapes of laser pulses, obtained via standard procedure and via modi ed procedure with assumption of the constant pulse amplitude
Lets use as a toy model the pulses of the simplest shape | the at pulses
( g. 6). The only information we have about the pulse in the data, is that
the amplitude of all samples is the same. But this is true not only for at
pulses, but also for the pulses of saw-like shape with the period, equal to the
sampling period! Any shape, shown in the picture, would t any sampled at
pulse perfectly well. The problem is that the information about the pulse is
available only on 2.5 ns grid. And there is certain freedom in the procedure of
recovering information inside the sampling bin. As a result, there is large family
of the visible average pulse shapes, all able to t any particular pulse equally
good, while only one shape from the family is the true average pulse shape.
How di erent could the visible average pulse shape be from the true one?
Analysing the toy model, one can deduce that there are only three types of
distortions that could be applied to true shape without increasing the 2 of the
t of individual pulses.
1. Amplitude distortion. Pulse shape could be multiplied by any periodical
function with period of 2.5 ns.
2. Time distortion. Pulse shape could be squeezed and stretched in di erent
places, but again, that should be done with 2.5 ns period. Certainly, time
distortion could be expressed in terms of amplitude distortion.
3. In our case, we have two phases of WFD, each having its own pulse shape.
In this case, the time and amplitude distortions could have period of 5 ns,
but they should be the same for two phases, and shifted by 2.5 ns.
9
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distortion
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Amplitude and time
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Figure 6: Example of the true and the visible pulse shapes for the toy model |
at pulses
Certainly for the at pulse it is unlikely we would accept any pulse shape
except the at one. But the real WFD pulses have very sharp and complicated
shape. The FWHM for the real pulses is about 7 ns. In this case the distortion of
a reasonable magnitude (about 10%) would not be visible by eye. For example,
both the red and the blue shapes in g. 5 are the visible average pulse shapes
of the same true average pulse shape, and it is impossible to prefer one shape
\by eye".
How does this distortion appear in the average pulse shape? The iteration
procedure is started from some pulse shape, which could be described as highly
distorted true pulse shape. During the iteration procedure the distortions that
do not belong to one of three classes, listed above, are eliminated. But the
distortions that do belong to the listed classes, are not eliminated, because they
do not a ect the quality of t of individual pulses. In other words, the iteration
procedure works as a lter, which rejects the \bad" distortions, but keeps the
\good" distortions. And this is not the feature of the iteration procedure itself
| any procedure, based on the pulse tting only, will keep the described types
of distortions.
Another way to explain this problem is the A-t correlation. When the
wrong pulse shape is used for the t of individual pulses, the correlation between
10

the pulse amplitude A and the time of the pulse maximum relative to sampling
clock t is introduced. When the iteration procedure is started, the correct
values of A and t are not known, and some approximated values, obtained
from the t to initial (and presumably wrong) shape, are used. At this step it is
very likely that some A-t correlation is introduced. As a result, the distorted
average pulse shape is obtained. When this distorted shape is used for extraction
of A and t during the next iteration, the same correlation is appeared. So,
once introduced, A-t correlation stays alive during the iteration procedure!
Therefore, the result of the iteration procedure does depend on initial guess,
and, if it is not correct, the distorted average pulse shape is produced.
It should be mentioned again, that the usage of the distorted average shape
for pulse tting does not a ect the quality of the t itself (the value of 2), but
a ects the values of the pulse amplitude and time. As a result, the distorted
(spreaded) energy distribution of positrons is obtained, the di erential nonlinearity of the time axis is introduced and, the worst, the parameters of the
single and the multiple pulses become systematically di erent.
Another important point is that the pulse structure plot, introduced in section 2, represents the whole family of visible average shapes, because the S ( )
function is the same for the true and the distorted shapes.

5 How to get true average pulse shape

As it was mentioned above, both the true and the distorted shapes t any
particular pulse equally good. Therefore it is impossible to separated the true
shape from the others, using the 2 of the t or related parameters. To pick
the true pulse shape, the additional constrains should be applied. The following
assumptions could be used as such constrains.
1. The time of the pulse maximum should be distributed randomly inside 2.5
ns sampling bin.
2. There should be no correlation between the pulse amplitude A and the
time of pulse maximum relative to sampling clock t.
It is quite strait-forward to check these assumptions, and to decide whether
the shapes used are true or distorted. Much more complicated problem is how
to use these constrains to obtain the true shapes.
According to the theory described in the previous section, the easiest way
to get the true pulse shape is to start with it as the rst guess of the iteration
procedure. Actually, the shape itself is not required to be known. Only the
correct (uncorrelated) values of the pulse amplitude and the time of maximum
should be known for every individual pulse to get the true average shape of
pulses. Hence, if the correct values of A and t could be obtained without
knowledge of the shape itself, the true average pulse shape can be calculated.
The following technique was used to get the correct value of t without
knowing the pulse shape. Lets make the following assumptions.
11
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Figure 7: Examples of pulses with di erent value of combined pseudotime
1. The WFD applies threshold on the real pulse amplitude (on the A values)
, and this threshold does not depend on where the pulse maximum is
relative to the sampling clock.
2. The time of the pulse maximum is distributed randomly relative to the
sampling clock (in other words, the time when pulse comes is uncorrelated
with the sampling clock).
3. The variable (see section 2 and the appendix) is a good representation
of time t of the pulse maximum relative to the sampling clock, so that
for each there is one and only one corresponding t. By this, it is
assumed that the pulse shape looks basically smooth and does not have
high-frequency ringing.
The idea of the technique is the following. From the data the distribution
is measured, and the function  ( ) is constructed, such as the  values are
distributed uniformly. Then the  value is the linear transformation of t.
If f ( ) is the measured distribution of values, then the distribution of 
values is f ( ( ))  d =d . By de nition, this distribution should be uniform:
f ( ( ))  d =d = const. Therefore
d

= const  f ( )d

;

and hence  ( ) = 0 + C 

Z

0

f ( )d

(2)

The value of 0 was chosen to be 0, and to calculate C we should apply an
additional condition, that when the value changes from 0 to =2, the  value
changes from 0 to 2:5 ns.
It the real case the situation is more complicated, because there are two
phases, so the transformation between and  depends on the phase where
the highest sample in the pulse is found. Since the probability to nd the
highest sample in di erent phases is di erent, the time interval, corresponding
12
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Figure 8: Extracting of the time of pulse maximum relative to the 5 ns sampling
clock
to (0; =2) pseudotime interval, is di erent for two phases, and the C constant
is also di erent for two phases. After some calculations, the following result
was obtained. Instead of using , the combined pseudotime should be used,
de ned as = +  =2, where  is the WFD phase, where the highest sample
in the pulse is found (so  takes value 0 or 1). The combined pseudotime takes
values in (0; ) interval, and (0; =2) interval corresponds to the case, when the
highest sample is in the phase 0, and (=2; ) interval corresponds to the case,
when the highest sample is in the phase 1 (see g. 7 for examples of pulses with
di erent values). Then the following function  ( ) is the time of the pulse
maximum relative to 5 ns sampling clock (so while changes from 0 to , 
changes from 0 to 5 ns):
(

) =5

Z

0

f(

)d

,Z

0



f(

)d

;

(3)

where f ( ) is the measured distribution of the combined pseudotime. The
example of distribution is shown in g. 8(a), and the function  ( ) derived
from this distribution is shown in g. 8(b).
Lets discuss now how to get the correct value of the pulse amplitude A.
From the data the M 4 is known. It is obvious that the ratio R = M=A is
the function of where pulse maximum is located relative to the sampling clock,
so the function of . If this function is known, the pulse amplitude could be
obtained as A = M=R( ).

4 M is the amplitude of the highest sample with pedestal subtracted; the same as MAXV-PED
in the standard ntuple. See appendix.
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Figure 9: Extraction of the pulse amplitude
In order to get R( ) the M versus distribution should be analysed (see
g. 9(a)). There are two clear edges in this distribution. The low-energy edge
corresponds to the WFD threshold. The WFD applies threshold on the pulse
amplitude A, not on the M value, therefore the low-energy bound is not a
constant, but a function proportional to R( ). The same true for the highenergy bound, which corresponds to the pulses of the maximum energy of 3.1
GeV (the overlaps are not taken into account). So the lowest (or the highest)
value of M for the pulses with given value of combined pseudotime would
produce the function, proportional to R( ). Another possibility is to calculate
the average value of M for pulses with given value of . Since the average
A is the constant, which does not depend on , the function M ( ) is also
proportional to R( ) function. In order to nd the coeÆcient between two
functions, the condition Rmax = 1 should be applied. The last technique, based
on calculating of average M , was used, and the example of R( ) function is
shown in g. 9(b).
Finally the procedure that produces the true, undistorted, pulse shapes for
both phases, is the following. First, the  ( ) and R( ) function are obtained
from the raw data as it was described. Then for each individual pulse the
value is calculated, and it is used to obtain the pulse amplitude A and the pulse
time t. Each individual pulse is normalised according to these values and the
average pulse shapes are derived for both phases. At the second step, these
shapes are used for pulse tting, and the A and t values are obtained now
from the t, the same way it was done in the standard iteration procedure.
14

The resulting pulse shape is the true average pulse shape. As it could be expected, the average pulse shape after the second step is indistinguishable from
the shape, obtained after the rst step. In other words, the iteration procedure
was modi ed in such a way, so that at the rst iteration the pulse parameters
are obtained not from the pulse tting but via method described here. Since
this method allows to get uncorrelated values of A and t, it is equivalent to
the usage of the correct pulse shape as the rst guess.
The true average pulse shapes for both phases for all detectors are shown in
g. 10 and 11.

6 Updated version of FIT algorithm

The FIT pulse nding algorithm was updated according to the new results in
study of WFD pulses shapes. The algorithm is described in details in [1]. In
this section only the new features are described.
The overview of the algorithm is shown in g. 12 (compare to g. 5 in [1]).
In the previous version the pulse nding was done in two steps: the preselection
step and the pulse tting. The new version has three steps of execution: the
preselection step, the fast t and the full t.
6.1 Preselection stage

During this step the structure of the group of consecutive WFD samples (the
group in the rest part of the note) is analysed and the prepulses | local maxima
| are located. The de nition of the prepulse could be found in [1], section 3.
The only di erence between the new and the previous versions at this step
is the following. In the previous version the program skipped the group if
the amplitude of the highest sample in the group was less than pedestal plus
AMPSAVE. In the new version the program always continue to analyse group.
6.2 Fast t

Lets the number of prepulses found in the group is N0. Now the algorithm tries
to t the group of samples to a certain number of pulses. Each pulse is assumed
to be of the average shape in both phases. The number of pulses Np is assumed
to be equal to number of prepulses N0.
The tting function is the constant (pedestal) plus xed number NP of the
pulses of average shape. For the set of pulses there are two tting functions
A0 (t) and A1 (t), one for each WFD phase, both share the same set of tting
parameters:
X An  f0(t Tn)
A0 (t) = P +
(4)
A1 (t) = P

+

X

n=1;Np

n=1;Np

An  f1 (t
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Figure 10: The correct average pulse shapes for detectors 1{12. The data from
run 4531 were used. The blue shape corresponds to phase 0; the green shape
corresponds to phase 1.
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Figure 11: The correct average pulse shapes for detectors 13{24. The data from
run 4531 were used. The blue shape corresponds to phase 0; the green shape
corresponds to phase 1.
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Figure 12: The overview of the new version of FIT pulse nding algorithm
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is the pedestal, and An and Tn are the amplitude and the time of the n-th
pulse. The zero time corresponds to the time of the rst sample in the group
(TSTART). The chi-square method is used for the minimisation, so the following
sum is minimised:
X (ai A0(ti))2 + X (ai A1(ti))2 ;
2 =
(6)
2
2

P

phase 0

phase 1

i

i

where ai is the amplitude of i-th WFD sample in the group, ti is the time of
i-th sample relative to the rst sample in the group, i is the noise assigned to
the i-th sample (always equal to 2 WFD counts).

The special fast t technique was developed to perform the t signi cantly
faster than the conventional MINUIT minimisation. It is based on the SlimFIT
technique, developed by R.Carey, which was updated according to the new
results in study of pulses shapes.
The idea of the method is the following. As it was discussed before, the
pseudotime gives the good representation of the time t of pulse maximum
relative to the sampling clock. Using the average pulse shape, the function
(t) is calculated. For that, the average pulse should be placed to di erent
positions relative to the sampling clock (so with di erent t values), digitised
and the value should be calculated for di erent t. Certainly, the digitisation
should be done simultaneously in both phases (with 2.5 ns time shift), and the
correct (and di erent) shapes should be used for both phases. Then the inverse
function t( ) is calculated. This calculation is performed once per run for
each detectors, when G2OFF is started.
For each prepulse the value of combined pseudotime is calculated.5 Then
the t value is calculated for each prepulse using the pre-calculated t( )
function, and the time of the prepulse Tn is calculated as Tn = tmax + t,
where tmax is the time of the sample with the highest amplitude.
Now the Tn, n = 1 : : : Np t parameters are de ned without performing the
actual t. The minimisation of (6) with Tn, n = 1 : : : Np parameters xed is
reduced to the solving of the following set of linear equations:
8> 1 X f (ti Tn) ai
> P  + An 
=

>>> 2 =1
< f (t T ) X
>>> P  2 + =1
>>:
i

n

i

;Np

k

i

n

;Np

i2

An 

i2

f (ti

Tn )f (ti
i2

= aif (ti 2
i

Tk )
Tk )

=

(7)

; k = 1 : : : Np ;

where ai is the amplitude of i-th WFD sample, ti is the time of i-th sample
relative to the rst sample in the group, i is the noise assigned to the i-th

5 The important feature of the pseudotime is that it could be calculated without knowing
any other parameter of the pulse, including pedestal! Only the amplitudes of the three samples
around the maximum are required, which are known directly from the raw data.
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sample (always equal to 2 WFD counts), f (t) function is the average pulse
shape. The implicit sum over WFD samples is assumed for each equation. The
sum over WFD samples should be done separately for both phases; for each
phase the corresponding f (t) should be used, like it was done in (1). This set
of equations has (Np + 1) unknown quantities: P and An, n = 1 : : : Np. Solving
the set of equation (using the standard routines from CERNLIB), the rest pulse
parameters are obtained.
This technique allows to get the pulse parameters with the high precision
without performing the actual t. It should be mentioned that the method could
be applied for well separated pulses only. For overlapped pulses the pseudotime
value is highly distorted, and therefore could not be used for extraction of t.
In this case the full t should be performed, with all t parameters free during
minimisation.
6.3 Full t

After the fast t is completed, the 2 value (6) is calculated. The full t
(minimisation of (6) with all parameters free, using MINUIT package) is then
performed:
1. if the 2 value is greater than CHI2ACC (usually equal to 2:0);
2. for each MONITOR-th group (by default, for each 50-th group). This condition allows us to monitor the quality of the fast t.
to 3:0), the
If the 2 of the full t is greater than CHI2TRY (usually equal
algorithm tries to add one more pulse to the t. For that, the 2 is calculated for
each sample
in the group, and the additional pulse is added to the place, where
the 2 is the worst.
The full t is performed to Np = (N0 + 1) pulses, and the
new value of 2 is calculated. If the new value of 2 is less than CHI2ACC, the
results of the Np = (N0 + 1) t are accepted, otherwise the results of Np = N0
t are accepted. In other words, in order to accept an additional pulse, and
therefore to decide that some pulse in the group is the overlap, this additional
pulse should improve signi cantly the value of 2 of the t. The additional
pulse is never accepted if it is too close to any other pulse (time di erence less
than MINDT, usually equal to 3:0 ns), and if its amplitude is too small (less than
MINAMP, usually equal to 10).
6.4 Standard ntuple

Parameters, stored in the standard ntuple for each pulse, are listed in table 1.
In general, the following changes were made.
1. PHASE variable was added, allowing to study di erences between WFD
phases.
2. In addition to the amplitude of the highest sample MAXV, the amplitudes
of the previous PREVV and the next NEXTV samples were added. According
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Value
NSAM
TSTART
PHASE
DISC
PED
QUAL
MAXV
PREVV
NEXTV
TMAXV
AREA4S
TIMES
MAXS
PEDS
CHI2S
FITTIME
FITMAX
FITPED
FITCHI2

y
z

Description
Number of samples in the group 
Time of the rst sample in the group y
WFD phase of the rst sample in the group 
OR of discriminator patterns for all samples in the group 
Amplitude of the rst sample in the group 
\Quality" word of the pulse. Explained in the text.
Amplitude of the highest sample in the pulse
Amplitude of the sample previous to the maximum in the pulse
Amplitude of the sample next to the maximum in the pulse
Time of the highest sample in the pulse z
Sum of amplitudes of 4 samples around the pulse maximum
Time of the pulse maximum, obtained from the fast t z
Amplitude of the pulse, obtained from the fast t
Pedestal, obtained from the fast t 
2 of the fast t 
Time of the pulse maximum, obtained from the full t. If full t
was not performed, equal to TIMES. z
Amplitude of the pulse, obtained from the full t. If full t was
not performed, equal to MAXS.
Pedestal, obtained
from the full t. If full t was not performed,
equal to PEDS. 
2 of the full t. If full t was not performed, equal to CHI2S. 

The same for all pulses in the group.
Global time | relative to the time of the marker pulse.
Local time | relative to the time of the rst sample in the group.

Table 1: Pulse parameters in the standard ntuple
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to section 2, that will allow to study pulses shapes, analyse its dependence
on time, rate, etc.
3. In addition to the block of t parameters FITTIME, FITMAX, FITPED and
FITCHI2, the block of fast t parameters TIMES, MAXS, PEDS and CHI2S
was added. That allow to monitor the quality of the fast t. In the case
when the full t is not performed, the values of the fast t parameters are
copied to the corresponding t parameters.
The de nition of the quality word QUAL has slightly changed:
QUAL = NP + FIT*16 + SEP*32 + RAW*64 + FULL*128,

where NP (015) is the number of pulses in the group; FIT (01) if 1, the t
(fast or full) was performed for the group; SEP (01) if 1, the additional pulse
was added during t; RAW (01) if 1, the pulse is close to other pulse, so the
\raw" pulse information like MAXV or pseudotime is distorted; FULL (01) if 1,
the full t was performed.
6.5 The performance

The data processing speed depends strongly on the algorithm parameters, but
for the typical parameters used for '99 data production, the speed is about 3
hours of 1 phyppro2 CPU per 1 Gb of the raw data. The production speed
increased by factor 3  4 compare to the previous version, mainly because the
full t is now performed only for the small part of pulses (about 10%).
The comparison between the results of the full t and the fast t is shown
in g. 13. The di erence between the results of two ts are shown in g. 13(a)13(c). Only the single pulses were used for the comparison | the results are
expected to be di erent in the case of overlapped pulses. According to g.
13(a), the systematic di erence between two approaches in determination of
the pulse time is less than few picosecond, and the r.m.s. is about 40 ps. It
is very important to monitor this di erence, because the pulse parameters are
obtained from the fast t for about 90% of the pulses, and from the full t for
the rest 10% of the pulses. Similarly, according to g. 13(b) and 13(c), there
are no signi cant systematic di erences between the pulse amplitudes and the
pedestals, obtained by two ts.
The 2 of the fast t and of the full t for the same pulse are shown in g.
13(d). According to the gure, there are four
di erent types of pulses. Most
number of pulses are of type 1, with good 2 of both ts (only every 50-th pulse
of2 this type is shown on the plot). Some pulses (type 2) have relatively bad
 of both ts, but not bad enough to start search of the extra pulse. Pulses
of type 3 have bad 2 of the fast t, but after allowing an extra pulse, the 2
of the full t improved dramatically. These pulses are overlaps, that could not
be separated \by eye", but separated via the t. And, nally, there is a small
number of pulses type 4, which have bad 2 of both ts, and allowing an extra
pulse does not improved 2. These pulses either the overlaps of two very close
pulses, or (and) the pulses of shape, di erent than average.
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(a) (FITTIME-TIMES), ps

(b) (FITMAX-MAXS), WFD counts

(c) (FITPED-PEDS), WFD counts

(d) FITCHI2 versus CHI2S. See text for details.

Figure 13: Di erence between results of the fast and the full ts for the same
pulse. The data from runs 4446 and 4450, detector 1 are used.
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(a) Distribution of the position of the pulse
inside 2.5 ns sampling bin

(b) Distribution of the pulse amplitude
versus the position of the pulse inside 2.5
ns sampling bin

Figure 14: Results from the raw data production
The distribution of the time di erence between the pulse maximum and the
nearest sample before the pulse maximum (in other words, the distribution of
the pulse maximum inside the 2.5 ns sampling bin) is shown in g. 14(a). This
distribution should be compared to g. 1(b), produced by the previous version.
Since the correct pulse shapes are used, the distribution is much more uniform
now. The small structure, still visible, comes from the implementation of the
algorithm (more precise, from method, used for calculation of t( ) function
from the average pulse shape; see p. 19).
The dependence of the pulse amplitude FITMAX on the position of the pulse
maximum inside the 2.5 ns sampling bin is shown in g. 14(b). It should be
compared to g. 9(a), where the similar dependence is shown for (MAXV-PED).
Again, because of the usage of the correct pulse shape, the dependence has
vanished.
The time di erence between two consecutive pulses is shown in g. 15. It
should be compared to g. 13 in [1]. According to the distributions, the algorithm has high reconstruction eÆciency even for pulses as close as 3 ns, which
is signi cantly better compare to the previous version. The main reason of the
improvement is the usage of two di erent pulse shapes for two WFD phases.
That allowed to decrease the deviation between the average pulse shape and
the individual pulses, and as a result, the algorithm became more sensitive to
the pulses with non-standard shape (like overlaps). But still, for the pulses
closer than 10 ns, there is some small structure in the distribution, that has no
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(a) Amplitudes of both pulses > 50 WFD
counts

(b) Amplitudes of both pulses > 50 WFD
counts

(c) Amplitudes of both pulses > 100 WFD
counts

(d) Amplitudes of both pulses > 100 WFD
counts

Figure 15: Time between two consecutive pulses. The data from runs 4531{
4540, detectors 9{24 are used.
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(a) Highest sample is in phase 0

(b) Highest sample is in phase 1

Figure 16: Pulse structure plot for position pulses ( lled dots) and for laser
pulses (empty triangles)
explanation yet.

7 Laser pulses

In addition to the positron pulses, there are laser pulses in the data. These
pulses have slightly di erent shape. The pulse structure plots (see sec. 2) for
the positron pulses and for the laser pulses are shown in g. 16. According to
these plots, the laser pulses have the shape, similar to the shape of positron
pulses, but about 10% narrower (since the sharpness S for laser pulses is about
10% higher than for positron pulses). Another indication that the positron and
the laser pulses have di erent shapes, comes from 2 of the t of individual
pulses. The typical 2 of the t of positron pulse is 0:2, while it is 2:0 for the
laser pulses (the average shape of positron pulses is used for the t).
The procedure of getting the correct average pulse shape of positron pulses
was based on two assumptions: the pulses come randomly relative to the sampling clock, and the pulse amplitude does not depend on position of the pulse
relative to the sampling clock. It was found that the rst assumption is not
correct for the laser pulses | the laser prefers to re at the same time relative
to the WFD clock with the jitter much less than 2.5 ns. The more details about
that could be provided by R.Carey. The implication of this fact to the pulse
shapes study is discussed here.
As it was discussed in section 4, the visible average pulse shape could have
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two types of distortions: the amplitude and the time distortion. In order to
eliminate these distortions, some additional assumptions should be applied, like
those, listed above, for positron pulses. One assumption, that could be applied
to the laser pulses is that the amplitude of laser pulses is known from the
CAMAC data (actually, it was found to be quite constant). Usage of this
assumption helps to eliminate the amplitude distortion. The time distortion of
the positron's average pulse shape was eliminated with the help of assumption
of uniform time distribution. This assumption is not correct for the laser pulses,
and no other useful assumption was invented. Therefore the average pulse shape
for the laser pulses could still have the time distortion | it could be squeezed
and stretched with the period of 5 ns, and this distortion is shifted by 2.5 ns for
the shapes of both phases.
The example of average shape of laser pulses, produced in assumption of
the constant amplitude of laser pulses, is shown in g. 5 (red shape). There
are traces of the distortion in these shapes | the shape for phase 0 looks
squeezed around +0:5 ns, while the shape for phase 1 looks squeezed around
2:0 ns. An in nite number of other average pulse shapes could be produced,
using the di erent initial guess at the beginning of iteration procedure. Some of
them would look better, some worse, but there is no well-de ned criteria (line
uniformity of t distribution for the positron pulses), which would allow us to
prefer certain shape.
In the current version of G2OFF, the positron pulse shape is used for the
description of the laser pulses in detectors 1{24, and the distorted average shape
of laser pulses is used for the description of pulses in detector 25 (reference
detector). Because of the usage of distorted shapes for the description of the
laser pulses, the time and the amplitude resolution for laser pulses is worse
than for the positron pulses. Also the reconstruction eÆciency in the case of
overlapped laser and positron pulses is worse than in the case of overlapped
positron pulses. All these limit the usage of the laser pulses for monitoring of
some early-to-late e ects | the result of some studies could be di erent for the
laser and the positron pulses. In order to eliminate this di erence, the correct
pulse shape for laser pulses should be extracted and used in pulse nding.

8 Summary

The following main results should be mentioned in the conclusion.
1. It was realised that two WFD phases see the pulses of the di erent shapes.
Taking that into account allowed to decrease the deviation between average shapes and individual pulses, and therefore to increase the sensitivity
to the overlaps.
2. It was realised that the average pulse shape could be distorted in a certain
way without a ecting the quality of the t of individual pulses. The
procedure of the extraction of the correct (undistorted) average shapes
for positron pulses was developed. The usage of the correct pulse shape
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allowed to improve both the amplitude and the time resolution of the pulse
nding.
3. The usage of the pulse structure plot allowed to simplify signi cantly the
study of the average pulse shape. At this moment it was used only to
compare the average pulse shapes for di erent runs, and to study shapes
for di erent phases. But it could also be used to study how the average
shape changes early-to-late, depends on the pulse amplitude, on the rate
etc. Studies like these could lead us to better understanding of the pulses
shapes, and, as a result, to better separation of overlapped pulses.
The corresponding changes were implemented to the FIT pulse nding algorithm
and the new version is used for the '99 data production.
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Appendix: notation

For every single pulse the following variables are de ned ( g. 17).
amax
ap
an
P
M
A
Rp
Rn

p
n

S

t

the amplitude of the highest samples in the pulse
the amplitude of the previous to the highest sample
the amplitude of the next to the highest sample
the pedestal
(amax P ), the \raw" pulse amplitude (the same as MAXV-PED)
the true pulse amplitude
(ap P )=(amax P ), the ratio of the amplitudes of the highest and the
previous samples
(an P )=(amax P ), the ratio of the amplitudes of the highest and the
next samples
(amax ap), amplitude di erence between the highest and the previous
samples
(amax an), amplitude di erence between the highest and the next samples
the
phase of the sample with maximum amplitude; takes value 0 or 1
qWFD
2p + 2n =M , \sharpness"
arctg (p =n ), \pseudotime"
+ =2  , combined \pseudotime" for both phases
time di erence between the pulse maximum and the sample with maximum
amplitude
∆t

M

A

P
ap

a

max

an

Figure 17: Parameters of the WFD pulse
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